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Microsoft Azure
Cloud Migration Services
Leverage a best practice approach to make
the complex process of migrating application
workloads simple.
Logicalis Production Ready Cloud Platform

Deciding to move an IT workload into the cloud was
just the first step. Finding the best approach to ensure
it all goes off without a hitch is much harder. The key
is to reduce risk and uncertainty so that you reach the
cloud in the shortest possible timeframe.
The Logicalis Production Ready Cloud Platform, a
pre-configured environment that sits within Microsoft
Azure, solves complex configuration, risk and security
issues and streamlines the process of moving a
workload into the cloud.
With a successful platform deployment, you can tap
into proven Logicalis Cloud Migration Services to safely
migrate your application workloads into the cloud, in a
proven and consistent manner that ensures success.

Proven Cloud Migration Strategy

As an Azure Expert Managed Service Provider (MSP),
Logicalis bases its Cloud Migration Services on our
Microsoft-audited Cloud Adoption Framework. This
framework provides the foundations and guardrails
that IT teams can follow to deploy application
workloads rapidly and with full confidence of achieving
the right outcome.
This business application-focused Cloud Adoption
Framework incorporates a full security and governance
foundation and provides the skilled services necessary
to successfully and consistently migrate your
application workloads to Azure.

How the Cloud Migration Service Works

Using the information gathered in the Cloud
Readiness Assessment, Logicalis engineers scan the
entire environment leveraging our toolsets and Azure
Service Map and document all server dependencies.
Your environment will be migrated by application,
database, server, or workload, depending on the
compiled data and your requirements.
The applications are grouped for deployment, starting
at the lowest complexity and risk and finishing with
the highest-risk applications, and agreed upon by you
and your stakeholders.
Migration toolsets are then deployed across the
environment and data is seeded to Azure using the
replication technologies in the toolset. The Production
Ready Cloud Platform cloud build addresses critical
considerations when configuring an Azure platform,
such as networking, security, design framework, and
ongoing management.
Each application group is then migrated to Azure
according to the migration plan. If Logicalis will also
support your operations, the application is onboarded
to Cloud Team Managed Services for optimization to
ensure they are performing as expected in the cloud.
Finally, your team will receive a list of the systems
to be decommissioned and any legacy monitoring
configurations will be decommissioned.

The result is a successful migration, along with
documentation containing the approach taken,
application discovery and categorization, migration
toolsets, backup and recovery, and monitoring.
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Quickly move applications to the cloud in a consistent
and proven way—and according to a Microsoft-audited
framework.
Ensure a secure foundation with relevant policies and
enforcement in place.
Move to the cloud without the time and expense of
doing it yourself or hiring a high-priced consultant.
Finally leverage the agility and scalability that cloud
computing delivers.
Achieve the business outcomes you desire.

Why Logicalis?
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Award-winning: Continuously recognized in the
industry for our award-winning solutions and services.
Public cloud partner: Support for leading public cloud
platforms and, as a Microsoft Gold Partner, an Azure
Expert Managed Service Provider (MSP)—one of just 65
firms globally.
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Experienced, highly skilled migration teams: Highly
certified cloud professionals and engineers with
decades of experience.
Comprehensive migration services: The Cloud
Migration Service is preceded by the Cloud Readiness
Assessment, where all servers are grouped by
application and applications are ranked by complexity
and risk.
Customer success: Team approach with documented
methodologies, DevOps practice, and project
management team to ensure project success.
Global business: Global capabilities across 26
countries—we speak with one voice, provide one truth,
deliver a singular experience.

No matter where you are on your cloud journey, Logicalis
offers tools that quickly add value and accelerate your pace
to the next step. Our goal is to get you to an optimized
state where we continually review your services and
consumption to find opportunities to improve your
spending profile and service use.

Contact us today to leverage the cloud through our
Cloud Migration Services.

7-Point Approach for a Successful Azure Migration

What we can do for your
organization?
Contact Logicalis to learn
how we can help.
Visit
www.us.logicalis.com
Call
866 456 4422

